
FUMC ESL 2-26-2018  High Intermediate Lesson

Pronunciation: The letter S can be pronounced with an sssss sound like in hiss. It can also be 
pronounced with a Z sound like in his. Say hiss and his. Do you hear the ZZZ?

Say these words and write S or Z according to the sound you hear.

RULE: When the S ending is added to words ending with the sounds (P, K, T, or F) the final sound is S. 
For all other letters, it is Z. Practice these examples. Do they follow the rule?

Review your prepositions;
1. My plane stopped ____ Dubai and Hanoi and arrived ____ the airport _____ Bangkok two 

hours late.
2. Do you work ____ an office?
3. He kissed me ______ my cheek.
4. There are no prices ______ this menu.
5. I live _____ the 7th floor _______ 21 Oxford Street ___ London.
6. She looked me ____ the eyes.
7. Jane went home _____ lunchtime.
8. In England, it often snows _____ December.
9. Do you think we will go to Jupiter _____ the future?
10. There should be a lot of progress ______ the next century.
11. Where will you be ____ New Year's Day?
12. He’s _____ the phone right now.
13. We finished the test ____ the same time.
14. Sylvia doesn’t have a job ____ the moment.
15. Both cars stopped ____ the same time.
16. This car has great brakes. It can stop _____ a dime.
17. The dentist will see you _____ 12:30.
18. ____ second thought, I’ll go with you. 
19. Could you pick up some bread _____ your way home?
20. There weren’t many cars ____ the road today.

____ us ____ is ____ bus ____ this ____ as ____ yes

____ has ____ gas ____ was ____ discuss ____ miss ____ visit

____ use ____ across ____ bees ____ mens ____ pots ____ pans

helps jobs farms stops beds pages

looks dogs faces meets loves trees

cuffs calls laws laughs hears knows



Vocabulary: Read the sentences and discuss the meaning. Give other examples.

The meaning of “long” is easily understood. You can have long hair, wait in a long line, or take a 
long time to get home. There are many words related to the word, “long”. Take a look at these 
examples:


1-lengthy: Getting a green card can be a lengthy process. 

2-long-running: The two families were involved in a long-running argument about their fence 
line.

3-lasting: They formed a lasting friendship when they were in college. Everyone hopes for a 
lasting peace.

4-prolonged: He was absent from school for prolonged periods.

5-long-winded: He gave me a long-winded explanation which was much more than I wanted.

6-interminable: The movie was interminable. It lasted four hours.

7-longevity: The longevity of women is more than men.

8-longing: I long for the days when our family celebrated holidays together.

9-long johns: warm underwear with long sleeves and long legs

10-When you say, “It’s been a long day.” it doesn’t mean there were more than 24 hours in the 
day. It means that you had a tiring, or boring day.

11-If you work “long hours”, you work a lot of hours.

12-A “long weekend” is one that includes a Friday or Monday off.

13-If your hard work pays off “in the long run”, it means over a long period of time.

14-A “long drawn out” process is one that seems to go on forever.

15-A “long lost” friend is someone you haven’t seen in a very long time.

16-A “long shot” is something with very little chance of success.

17-The “long arm of the law” refers to the far reaching power of the legal system. EX: Thanks 
to the long arm of the law, the criminal was caught trying to escape into Mexico.


Complete these sentences (Teachers may need to give some examples to get the students 
started):

1. Long before I was born, _______________________________________________________

2. You can learn English, as long as you ___________________________________________

3. I no longer __________________________________________________________________

4. Before long, I will _____________________________________________________________

5. A long distance relationship is _________________________________________________

6. Our long range plans are to go to __________________________________________



